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Abstract: The adverse health impact of particles and ultrafine particles (UFP) is proven, highlighting
the need of measuring the particle number concentration (PNC) dominated by UFP. So far, PNC had
never been measured in the Strasbourg urban area (France). The present study on particle size
distribution and PNC measurements by an UFP-3031 analyzer was conducted during winter 2019 on
a background and a roadside multi-instrumented sites (Black Carbon, chemical speciation, particulate matter 10 µm or less in diameter—PM10 mass). This paper shows significantly higher particle
number concentrations of particles below 100 nm at the traffic site compared to the background site.
The presence of a road axis thus mainly influences UFP, contrary to larger particles whose levels
are more homogeneous over the agglomeration. During the measurement period, the nature of the
particles (particle size contribution and chemical composition) was different between periods of high
PM10 mass concentrations and periods of high PNC. High PM10 mass concentrations were associated
with a high contribution of particles larger than 100 nm but they did not show specific chemical
signature. On the other hand, during the periods with high PNC, the chemical composition was
modified with an increase of the primary carbonaceous fraction compared to the periods with low
PNC, but there was then no clear change in size distribution. Overall, this study illustrates that PM10
mass concentrations were barely representative of UFP and PNC variations, confirming that the
monitoring of the latter metrics is necessary to better evaluate the particles toxicity, knowing that this
toxicity also depends on the particle’s chemical composition.
Keywords: particle number concentration (PNC); ultrafine particle (UFP); particle size distribution;
traffic influence; chemical composition; aerosols
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1. Introduction
Adverse health effects induced by air pollutants are nowadays considered as a major
sanitary issue. The World Health Organization (WHO) has classified outdoor air pollution
as carcinogenic to humans (Group 1) in 2013 [1]. Among atmospheric pollutants, particulate matter (PM) is known as one of the main contributors to health effects. Since 2009,
the French National Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health Safety
(ANSES) has declared that “there is no concentration threshold below which particles have
no effect on health” [2].
These health impacts depend on the size and chemical composition of the particles. In
recent years, an increase in the toxicity of the particles of identical composition has been
related with the decrease of their diameter [3]. Ultrafine Particles (UFP) are commonly
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defined as the fraction of particles with an aerodynamic diameter lower than 0.1 µm (they
can therefore also be called PM0.1 ). UFP are associated with health effects on the cardiovascular and respiratory systems [4]. They are the particles with the highest probability
of reaching the deepest part of the respiratory tract to the pulmonary alveoli, although
deposition in the upper respiratory tract (naso-pharynx) of the particles smaller than 20 nm
occurs by diffusion process [5–7]. UFP seem to induce a local inflammatory response and
are associated with a higher production of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) than larger
particles [5,8]. Yacobi et al. [9] have shown that UFP have the ability to cross the alveolarcapillary barrier and thus pass into the bloodstream. In the blood system, they can be
transported throughout the body to other organs by translocation and, then, potentially
affect them. Other biological barriers, such as the gastrointestinal barrier [10] and the
placental barrier [11], also appear to be permeable to UFP. Moreover, UFP can also adsorb
toxic compounds, such as polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAHs), because of their large
reactive surface [5,12]. These specific properties have been highlighted, but further studies
are needed to better understand the underlying mechanisms.
Ultrafine particles can be primary (i.e., emitted directly in particulate form) or secondary (i.e., formed in-situ in the atmosphere from anthropogenic and biogenic precursors) [13]. Primary UFP are mainly emitted by combustion processes. Kumar et al. [14]
have shown that UFP are mainly anthropogenic-born with more than 60% of emissions in
urban areas being associated with road traffic. Biomass combustion, industry, and aviation
are also sources of significant emissions of primary UFP [15]. Secondary UFP are formed
by condensation of precursors gases with low saturation vapor pressure emitted after
combustion processes (exhaust, industry). Another formation of secondary UFP appears
directly in atmosphere involving photochemistry and leads to new particle formation
events (NPF), called regional nucleation. The binary and ternary sulfuric acid nucleation is
a major source of NPF events, but other oxidized compounds may be involved, such as
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). This process can also become a major source of UFP
in the summer when photochemical activity is important, especially in rural areas where
the regional nucleation can be higher than other primary sources, such as emissions from
traffic and urban heating [16,17].
Up until now, the European regulations for air quality (directive n◦ 2008/50/EC of 21
May 2008) only focus on mass concentrations, and there are no further requirements regarding ultrafine particles or number concentrations. However, UFP represent only a small
part of the total mass of particles in the atmosphere while in urban areas, UFP contribute to
more than 80% of the concentration number (particle/cm3 or #/cm3 ), which is therefore
a more representative metric than mass concentration [13]. In addition to the number
concentration, the study of particle size distribution can be helpful to identify sources and
to better understand the processes of formation and growth of UFP. The identification of
industrial source of formation of secondary UFP was highlighted by the strong correlation
between the number concentration of the 20–30 nm size range and the sulfur dioxide
concentration, not observed on larger particles [18,19]. This relation is the consequence
of the nucleation process of sulfuric acid formed by oxidation of a part of sulfur dioxide
emitted by industry. Other sources of larger particles were observed thanks to particle
size distribution. A strong correlation was shown between the 100–200 nm size range and
the wood burning tracers. This correlation was confirmed by the seasonal and diurnal
variations [20–22] and by specific events, such as forest fires [19].
This work presents the first results of particle size distribution and particle number
concentration (PNC) measurements in the agglomeration of Strasbourg (northeast of
France). The study sites were also instrumented with a chemical composition analyzer and
PM and gases analyzers. These “super-sites” are recommended to better understand the
particles behavior [23]. The two sites are in the same agglomeration, but one is located in
the background area while the other is close to a road axis. One aim of this experimental
setting was to identify the influence of traffic. The PNC variations were also studied during
pollution episodes defined as exceedance of a limit value for PM10 mass concentrations
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as defined by the current regulation (Directive 2008/50/CE). A comparison between the
particle number and the particle mass concentration hourly peaks was also achieved,
in terms of both particle size contribution and chemical composition. These last two points
are aimed at better understanding the number concentration in relation to the PM10 mass
concentration.
2. Experiments
2.1. Measurement Sites and Period
The data used in this study were collected at two sites in Strasbourg: StrasbourgDanube (an urban background site) and Strasbourg-Clemenceau (an urban roadside site).
The two sites are part of the regional monitoring network of Atmo Grand-Est (www.atmograndest.eu). Strasbourg is located in the upper Rhine valley in the northeast of France.
It is the first agglomeration on a regional scale and the thirteenth French agglomeration in
terms of population. The city of Strasbourg is subject to a national Atmosphere Protection
Plan (PPA) due to high NO2 concentrations recorded at some of its measuring sites. Locally,
this territory is highly urbanized (26% of the urban community surface area) but has,
nevertheless, significant industrial and agricultural fabrics around the city center. The city
is crossed by some major interregional road axis such as the A35-A4 motorway (north–
south axis) and the Rhine Avenue (east–west axis). The traffic on these axes has a high
proportion of heavy goods vehicles. The climate in this part of France is semi-continental
with two main wind directions: south–southwest and north–northeast. The upper Rhine
valley is indeed sheltered from the main westerly winds by the Vosges Mountains and its
climate is influenced by air masses from Central Europe.
The Strasbourg-Danube monitoring site was located on Emmanuel Levinas road in the
new Danube eco-district in Strasbourg (GPS coordinates: 48◦ 340 21.927” N–7◦ 460 03.917” E).
This site was established in October 2019 to provide a representation of the background
levels in the east of the Strasbourg agglomeration. It is located in an urbanized area where
the share of biomass combustion represents less than 1% of the energy consumption of
the residential sector of the surrounding neighborhoods [24]. Previous study of ATMO
Grand-Est on the PM10 , PM2.5 and NO2 measurements had revealed higher levels for
these three pollutants compared to their concentrations at other background stations
in the agglomeration because of the influence of the Rhine avenue, which crosses the
neighboring district. However, the levels were still 20% to 40% lower than those measured
on roadside sites.
Strasbourg-Clemenceau was located at the corner of a major intersection between
Clemenceau boulevard and Faubourg-de-Pierre road in the city center of Strasbourg (GPS
coordinates: 48◦ 350 26.05” N–7◦ 440 40.99” E). The daily average traffic volumes are around
2.8 × 104 vehicles per day. In operation since 1998, this station is representative of urban
levels under the influence of traffic. The share of biomass combustion represents less
than 1% of the consumption of the residential sector in the surrounding neighborhoods in
accordance with its urban environment [24]. A biomass boiler plant is located less than
1 km northeast of the site. ATMO Grand-Est’s previous results have indicated that as
an annual average, NO2 concentrations were about twice as high as those measured at
Strasbourg’s urban background and PM10 mass concentrations were 10–20% higher.
This study is based on data measured from the 22 November 2019 to the 16 March 2020,
by automatic analyzers.
Meteorological data came from a background station located less than two kilometers
from the two study sites (Relative Humidity and temperature: Model HMP, Vaisala Inc.,
Vantaa, Finland, and winds: model TAVID, Chauvin Arnoux Inc., Foxborough, MA, USA).
The campaign period was characterized by an average temperature of 6.2 ◦ C and an average
relative humidity of 84.8%. Light winds were observed over the period with a maximum
hourly wind speed of 8 m/s and 98% of wind speeds below 4 m/s (Figure 1). The month
of February was associated with less favorable conditions for particles accumulation in air
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cyclone and Nafion dryer. Good correlations with mobility particle size spectrometer
(MPSS) have been found in the UFP 3031-measurement range (20–200 nm) [26]. Particle
losses due to diffusion in the sampling system were automatically corrected by the internal
software. The time resolution used for the present study was 15 min. UFP 3031 were used
following the technical recommendations of the French reference laboratory for air quality
monitoring (LCSQA) [27].
The chemical composition of non-refractory submicron aerosols (NR-PM1: organic matter,
nitrate, sulfate, ammonium and chloride) was measured using two ACSMs, both equipped
with a quadrupole detector (Q-ACSM) and operating to scan 150 mass-to-charge (m/z)
of fragmented ions. Calibration of the ionization efficiencies was made following the
procedure developed by Ng et al. [28] and further optimized using the full-scan mode as
recommended by Freney et al. [29], allowing to determine instrument-specific values of
the response factor (RF) and the ammonium and sulfate relative ionization efficiencies
(RIEs). In order to limit a possible underestimation of the finest organic particles emitted
by vehicles exhaust, a RIE value of 1.3 was applied for the organic aerosol fraction at the
roadside site. This relatively low value was chosen to compensate for lens transmission
and collection efficiency-related errors of small hydrogen-like organic aerosols (HOA),
although such particles displayed higher RIE values than 1.3 in laboratory experiments [30].
The default value of 1.4 was used to retrieve organic aerosols (OA) concentrations at the
background site, as well as for chloride (RIE = 1.3) at both sites. A collection efficiency (CE)
of 0.5 was initially used to calculate mass concentration in real-time, before being corrected
for relative humidity by the Middlebrook method [31]. Particle-laden and particle-free air
were sampled interchangeably and averaged over ~ 30 min intervals for each measurement
data point.
Concentrations of carbon soot, resulting from combustion and known as Black Carbon
(BC), were measured using the AE33 multi-wavelength aethalometer in the PM2.5 fraction
and at a time resolution of 1 min. For ease of reading, the term Black Carbon (BC) is still used
in this paper, whereas authors acknowledge that, when using optical method, such as AE33,
it would be more appropriate to refer to “equivalent Black Carbon” (eBC) concentrations.
Using this instrument, and by convention, BC concentrations were determined from
measurement of the optical attenuation at 880 nm. The measuring principle and corrections
introduced by Drinovec et al. [32] were applied to the data. The source apportionment
model proposed by Sandradewi et al. [33] was also applied to identify the part of particles
emitted from biomass (or wood) burning (BCwb ) and the part associated with particles
from fossil fuel combustion (BCff ).
On the background site (Strasbourg-Danube), NOx were measured by chemiluminescence (Model APNA-370, Horiba) according to the reference method NF EN 14211
and PM10 were measured continuously by an optical analyzer (Model FIDAS 200, Palas).
This approach was demonstrated to be equivalent to the reference method NF EN 12341
for background sites.
For every instrument used in the present study, quality assurance included monthly,
quarterly, and annual preventive maintenance and calibration, as indicated by the manufacturer and by the relevant national guidance discussed above. Data quality control was then
completed through daily technical validation and weekly environmental validation processes.
2.3. Assumptions and Statistical Tools
The entire dataset used here is a compilation of synchronized averaged hourly data,
where only hours containing at least 75% of valid data were kept. The same threshold of
75% was used for the monthly average calculations.
A few assumptions were made for the purpose of the present study: (i) the sum of the
size ranges below 100 nm (20–30 nm, 30–50 nm, 50–70 nm, and 70–100 nm) were assumed
to be similar to the number concentration of ultrafine particles between 20 and 100 nm in
diameter and identified by the term “UFP” in this paper, and (ii) Black Carbon measured
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in PM2.5 was assumed to be primarily included in PM1 , so that the submicron aerosol
chemical composition can be estimated as the sum of the major constituents measured by
the ACSM and the aethalometer. These constituents are organic matter, nitrate, sulfate,
ammonium, chloride, BCwb and BCff .
It must be noted that non-accounting for particles below 20 nm was leading to substantial underestimation of the number concentration of particles above 7 nm in diameter, as
defined by the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) Technical Specification for
PNC measurement (CEN/TS 16976). As illustrated by Figure A1 (Appendix A), a comparison of the total number concentrations measured by a condensation particle counter (CPC,
model 3750, TSI Inc.) with UFP 3031 outputs indicated that the latter one underestimated
CPC measurements by a factor of approximately 2 during the campaign at our roadside
site. For ease of reading, the term “PNC” is used in this paper to identify the sum of the
six size ranges measured by the UFP 3031 (between 20 and 800 nm) and each size range
number concentration measured by the UFP 3031 is identified hereafter as “N (size range)”
(e.g., N (20–30) for particles comprised between 20 and 30 nm).
The planet boundary layer (PBL) height was modeled and extracted using the Weather
Research and Forecasting model (WRF) outputs (forecast) over the period. This forecast
model is linked to uncertainties of the input global meteorological data (Global Forecast
System, GFS) and to uncertainties of the model itself.
3. Results
3.1. Size Distributions
Figure 3 presents monthly mean concentrations obtained for each of the six size ranges
measured by the UFP 3031 at both sites during the study period. Similar monthly variations
were observed for all size ranges, with lower mean number concentrations in February
than in other months. A summary of the number concentration statistics over the campaign
at both sites is given in Tables A1 and A2 (Appendix B). Mean and median concentrations
were higher at the roadside site than at the background site for each size fraction except for
the largest one (N (200–800)) (See also Appendix C for quantitative estimations).
Figure 4 illustrates the relative particle size contribution for the six size ranges at both
sites. Despite a significant difference in absolute particle numbers, the average relative
contribution of each range was similar between both sites over the measurement period.
Indeed, the number concentration was dominated by the two smallest fractions (20–30 nm
and 30–50 nm) with 52% and 57% for the background and the roadside site respectively.
UFP represented close to 80% of PNC on both sites, with a slightly higher contribution for
the site under traffic influence. This slight difference (79% and 83% for the background and
the roadside sites, respectively) was mainly due to the two smallest fractions, which account
for 80% of the difference in number concentration of particles between the sites.

(a)
Figure 3. Cont.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 3. Monthly variation of particle number concentrations at (a) the background site (StrasbourgDanube) and (b) the roadside site (Strasbourg-Clemenceau).

Figure 3 分 ab

Figure 3 分 ab

Figure 4. Relative particle-size contribution at both sites over the measurement period.

Figure 4

Size-resolved
and normalized particle-size distribution on the two study sites are
Figure
4
shown in Figure 5. Both sites presented the same profile with a bimodal size-resolved
particle distribution. Nevertheless, the normalized distribution showed an “unimodal”
distribution with the start of one mode. The two figures highlighted a similar distribution
between the two sites, but showed again the higher levels of particles smaller than 100 nm
at the roadside site compared to the background site.
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Figure 5. Size-resolved (a) and normalized (dN/dlogDp as a function of the median diameter), (b) particle-size distribution
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Figure 9. Particle size contribution (a) and chemical composition (b) for low PNC and particle size
Figure 9
contribution (c) and chemical composition (d) for high PNC at the background site.

4. Discussion
4.1. PNC Variations
On average over the campaign, UFP represented about 79% and 82% of the number
concentration in the 20–800 nm range at the background site and at the roadside site
respectively. This confirms the domination of particle number by ultrafine particles in
urban area—observed here at both sites. Both sites display a distribution dominated by the
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20–30 nm and 100–200 nm size ranges. This bimodal size-resolved distribution has already
been observed on others French stations whatever the influence of the site typology [34].
The average PNC concentration over the campaign is 6.8 × 103 particles/cm3 for
the urban background site and 8.4 × 103 particles/cm3 for the roadside site. The levels at both sites are similar to the average levels measured on urban background sites—
around 103 –104 particles/cm3 (from four studies using MPSS [17]) and the roadside site
presents levels almost 10 times lower than the roadside sites order of magnitude—around
105 particles/cm3 (from 18 studies using CPC and MPSS [17]). The lack of a harmonized
methodology makes it difficult to compare levels between studies, but the underestimation
of PNC in this study is consistent given the approximation made (sum of channels instead
of total count) and the minimum diameter of 20 nm. Studies also highlight levels two
to ten times higher in roadside sites compared to urban background sites [15,20,35,36].
This difference is not as marked in this campaign, which may be linked to an influence
of the road axis in the vicinity of the background station (about 60 m), but also to the
underestimation of lowest particles by the analyzer as discussed above.
The normalized size distribution showed only the start of a mode, which could be
attributed to an Aitken mode or nucleation mode. However, the lowest measured size range
was greater than this mode (known to be lower than 20 nm). An unimodal distribution
is frequently noticed in other studies, such as the size distribution characterized by a
mode at 10–20 nm at the Antwerp and Amsterdam sites based on Mobility Particle Size
Spectrometer (MPSS) measurements [37].
Monthly variations remained small in the present experimental set-up, as the studied
period was short. The decrease in particle number levels in February may be associated
with better atmospheric dispersion conditions less favorable to particles than other months.
Wind and precipitation conditions are favorable to particle dispersion and washout phenomena, leading to lower particulate levels. In winter, the formation of UFP and in
particular of the nucleation mode at pipe engine exhausts is favored by low temperatures [17,38]. The most marked decrease at both sites was observed for the 100–200 nm size
range, which can be explained by: (i) a greater dependence on meteorological conditions
and in particular on the washout effect which is less important on particles smaller than
150 nm according to Morawska et al. study [17], and (ii) a decrease in biomass combustion
emissions in connection with the reduction of urban residential heating under warmer
meteorological conditions than the 2 other months (Figure 2) [34].
4.2. Insights into the Aerosol Origins
Results confirm the clear influence of road traffic emissions on size-segregated number
concentrations, as well as on PNC. In fact, the roadside site presented particles number
concentrations between 20% and 30% higher than the background site over the measurement period. Moreover, a link between the hourly peaks and road traffic was clearly shown
on the daily profiles (Figure 6), which reflected home-to-work commuting journeys (on
morning and late afternoon) at both sites. The weekly profiles show that Saturday presented the highest levels in relation to the concomitant emissions on this day: road traffic
remains dense due to the activities of the population in these urban areas (shopping area
of the city center near the roadside site and major shopping center near the background
site) in parallel with a greater use of residential heating on weekends (Figure 7). However,
the drop in road traffic on Sunday significantly influences the levels of PNC on this day,
which presented the lowest levels compared to the weekdays, confirming the major influence of the road traffic on PNC. Moreover, the periods of high PNC were associated
with a modification of particles chemical composition compared to periods of low PNC.
This modification was linked to the increase of the share associated with the combustion of
fossil fuels (BCff ) which is mainly attributed to road traffic in urban areas. This observation
is confirmed by the fact that the change in chemical composition in favor of BCff was more
marked at the roadside site.
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Traffic influence was even more marked for ultrafine particles (size ranges below
100 nm), which is consistent with previous study [39] and explained the high spatial and
temporal variability of the UFP. The distance to a road has been shown to be associated with
an exponential decrease in the levels of ultrafine particles: Kumar et al. [14] have calculated
a decreased in PNC of 40% at only 10 m from a road for an unobstructed topography.
Moreover, the investigation indicates that the size range concentrations at the roadside site
became higher than those at the background site, with the decrease in particle diameter.
This has already been observed in Grenoble (France) with an increase in the finest particles
as the traffic influence increases [20].
Even if the traffic influence is more important on finer particles, the relative contribution of the six size ranges was not clearly different between the two sites over the period.
This could be explained by: (i) the road traffic influences both sites because of the proximity
of a road axis to the background station as discussed above, and (ii) the distribution of
particles emitted by traffic. Indeed, previous studies [14,17,40] have shown a bimodal
particle size distribution of the particles emitted at engine exhaust with a nucleation mode
(10–20 nm) and an accumulation mode (100–200 nm). Road traffic may therefore be responsible for the emission of particles over different size ranges, which can mitigate the direct
impact of road traffic on the relative size contribution. Moreover, the measurement range of
the UFP 3031 starts only from 20 nm diameter, which allows measurement of the nucleation
mode only after aging of the finest UFP (Aitken mode). This equipment characteristic can
also reduce the differences between the two sites. The observed particle size distribution
might appear more affected by road traffic if particles with smaller diameters (less than
20 nm) were measured. Future studies should also consider a wider particle size range in
order to identify the impact of ultrafine particles below 20 nm.
Particles greater than 100 nm showed two features: their contribution to the PNC
slightly increased between low and high PNC and their concentrations remained high during night (from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m.) at both sites (Appendix F Figure A6). These observations
may be linked to: (i) the impact of the growth of the finest particles by coagulation and
(ii) emissions from other sources than traffic. Particle coagulation and/or aging processes
could explain these observations because the smaller the UFP are, the higher their coagulation rate is, thus producing larger particles [36,41,42] and the coagulation is favored by
the presence of pre-existing particles as observed at the end of the day. The presence of
other sources at the scale of the agglomeration, such as urban heating in this winter period,
can also be pointed out. The great agreement between the 100–200 nm size range and
biomass combustion tracers has already been discussed [19–22]. New Year’s Eve fireworks
were another punctual striking example observed during the measurement period. On
31 December 2019, at midnight, the number concentration of N (100–200) was multiplied
by 35 compared to the average levels measured at midnight over the period at the urban
background. This has already been observed in Antwerp and Amsterdam [37]. As is the
case for biomass burning emissions, firework-related aerosols mainly influence the number
concentrations of particles larger than 100 nm.
On the other hand, high PM10 mass concentrations were associated with a clear
change in particle size contribution in favor of particles larger than 100 nm compared
to low PM10 mass concentrations, confirming that particle sources differ according to
the particle size and that there is a source difference between coarse/fine particles and
ultrafine particles. The absence of changes in chemical composition between low and
high PM10 mass concentrations may indicate that high PM10 mass concentrations are
associated with an increase in all the usual emitting sources. However, as the chemical
composition is measured in PM1 , the specific chemical composition of particles between
1 and 10 µm diameter is not evident. Moreover, some compounds found in the coarse
fraction (PM2.5 -PM10 ) such as metals or terrigenous compounds [43] are not measured in
this study although they could be important contributors. The chemical composition of
PM1 nevertheless remains unchanged during the high PM10 mass concentrations over this
measurement period.
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4.3. Pollution Episodes
According to current national air quality policy, pollution episodes occur when the
regulated pollutants—NO2 , PM10 and O3 —exceed an hourly or daily threshold value in
accordance with the European directive n◦ 2008/50/EC of 21 May, 2008. This regulation
concerns the mass concentration of PM10 with a daily limit value of 50 µg/m3 not to
be exceeded more than 35 days per year. This section shows the evolution of number
concentration during two PM10 pollution episodes (exceedance of the daily limit value).
Results are presented for the urban background station more representative of population
exposure and usually used for pollution episodes by air quality networks. The variations of
pollutant concentrations and meteorological parameters are shown in Figure 10a,b for the
first episode (24 to 25 January) and the second episode (8 February), respectively. Although
the daily limit value was not exceeded in Strasbourg on 8 February, particle levels increased
in the city and it was exceeded in two departments of the region.
Both episodes were characterized by low temperatures and high relative humidity
as expected in winter period. Light winds were observed during the first days of the two
episodes. PBL followed the same variation for both episodes. Temperatures and wind
speeds were slightly higher and relative humidity slightly lower during the second episode,
but, overall, the meteorological conditions can be considered as rather similar for these two
episodes.
The two BC fractions (BCff and BCwb ) and NOx varied like PM10 mass concentration
for both episodes. Furthermore, the episodes were characterized by an increase in particle
number concentration with PM10 mass concentration. Concentrations of primary pollutants typically increase under these stable atmospheric conditions with low dispersion
(wind speeds less than 4 m/s) and low dilution (low planet boundary layer height). These
phenomena often occur in French cities during winter and are currently associated with an
increase in the levels of locally emitted pollutants. The decrease of PM10 mass concentrations for each of the two episodes—from 27 January and 9 February for the first and the
second episode respectively—is associated with a net increase in winds from the southwest,
allowing the dispersion of pollutants.
During the first episode, the increase in particle number was observed for all size
ranges, as well as PNC, from 24 January, 8:00 p.m. to 25 January, 4:00 p.m., and then mostly
for the N (100–200 nm), which became dominant on 25 and 26 January. This behavior was
associated with a strong modification of the relative particle-size contribution and could
be attributed to the weekend. Indeed, the N (100–200) did not decrease as the other size
ranges and therefore became the dominant one. The increase in emissions and a potential
coagulation aging of the finest particles in polluted atmosphere may explain this change
in contribution. The biomass combustion rises because of the increase of emissions from
urban heating during the weekend. The influence and correlation between the 100–200 nm
range and biomass combustion tracer (BCwb ) seems to be still confirmed during this specific
episode. Given the stable atmospheric conditions during the weekend, the phenomenon of
coagulation of the finest particles (below 50 nm) may also contribute to increase the number
concentration of accumulation mode particles (particles larger than 100 nm). Coagulation is
favored when the atmosphere is polluted, and nucleation is disadvantaged by the presence
of particles that act as condensation sink [14,15].
In contrast, the second episode was characterized by a short but strong peak the 8
February during the evening (5:00–12:00 a.m.). This peak appeared for all size ranges,
which were increasing during the whole duration of this episode with a slight modification
in particle size contribution. This increase occurred at the end of the day and seems to be
linked to the increase in emissions from local primary sources, particularly road traffic
and urban heating, given the temperatures and the daytime (Saturday evening) in a stable
atmosphere. The drop-in levels the following day can be explained by the arrival of the
wind at the same time as the fall of the primary emissions on Sunday.
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Figure 10. Variations of pollutants and meteorological parameters during (a) 24 and 25 January, 2020
episode, and (b) 8 February, 2020 episode, framed in red.

Both episodes presented the same
increase for the 20–30 nm and 30–50 nm size
5
channels from 27 January and 10 February, respectively. On the contrary, a clear drop in
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PM10 , NOx and larger particles was caused by the arrival of the wind. The average particle
size contribution, with a stronger dominance of the 20–30 nm and 30–50 nm size ranges,
appeared at these dates. This situation highlighted a specific relative size contribution
with a predominant influence of N (20–50) onto PNC (more than 65% of PNC). The UFP
below 50 nm seems therefore to be less influenced by dispersion phenomena than the
larger particles. The impact of road traffic on these finer particles was also highlighted,
as the reappearance of the levels in the 20–30 nm and 30–50 nm size ranges starts with the
beginning of the week and the resumption of normal road traffic, especially the presence of
heavy goods vehicles [44].
The study of these two PM10 pollution episodes highlights an impact of meteorological
conditions on the levels of primary pollutants, but also the importance of emissions.
The weekend/weekdays influences were mainly observed on UFP, particularly on particles
below 50 nm with similar behavior to NOx. The importance of road traffic on particulate
levels is again confirmed. Dispersion conditions (winds and heights of the boundary layer)
seem to have a lesser effect on particles below 50 nm than other pollutants. Indeed, the
beginning of the week show an increase of these ranges despite levels indicating that
particles emissions drive the concentrations more than meteorological conditions. This is
consistent with Morawska et al. [17], which indicates the absence of a relationship between
wind and particles below 30 nm.
Figure 11 shows the daily averages of PM10 mass concentration and PNC for both
episodes. The daily averages of PM10 mass concentration were higher during the first
episode compared to the second one, while the daily averages of the particle number
concentration were similar between the two episodes. Between the first and the second
episodes, PM10 levels were 42% lower while PNC were 8% higher. The variations in PM10
mass concentration were not like those of the PNC or even reversed depending on the
situation. It confirms that the sources and atmospheric variations of fine/coarse particles
are different from those of ultrafine particles. The PM10 mass concentration is therefore
clearly not representative of the number concentration. Differences between measurements
in number concentration or mass contraction confirm the need of monitoring the number
concentration and the need for air quality standard using this metric. These results are
consistent with the differences observed between high PM10 mass concentrations and
high PNC.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Daily averages during both episodes for (a) PM10 mass concentration and (b) PNC.

5. Conclusions
This study aimed at measuring for the first time the submicron aerosol number size
distribution and concentrations (in the range 20–800 nm) in the urban area of Strasbourg.
ItFigure
included
11 a focus on influence of road traffic emissions, thanks to the comparison of
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measurements carried out at a background site and a roadside site of this agglomeration.
The studied period ranged from 22 November 2019, to 16 March 2020, and the investigated
datasets were based on the hourly averaged data. Both sites were multi-instrumented.
That allowed a simultaneous study of the chemical composition of submicron particles and
of the gaseous and particulate pollutants usually measured (NOx, PM10 ).
Results showed significantly higher concentrations for particles below 100 nm and
for PNC at the roadside site than at the background site over the measurement period.
This paper confirms the strong influence of traffic on the particle number concentrations and
especially on UFP concentrations. This influence of traffic emissions was clearly observed at
both sites on the daily and weekly profiles and was confirmed by the increase of the share of
BCff between periods of low PNC and periods of high PNC. However, other local sources
were also identified during the measurement period, such as the biomass combustion
strongly associated with the 100–200 nm size range or occasional fireworks.
The high PM10 mass concentrations were associated with change in particle size
contribution with an increase in the larger size ranges while the chemical composition
was unchanged compared to low PM10 mass concentrations. Therefore, the increase in
PM10 mass concentrations appears to be due to aging process and increased emissions
from all current sources. However, changes in composition in the coarse fractions could be
observed because only major constituents of PM1 were measured in this study. The high
PNC were associated with a slight change in size contribution, but a clear modification of
the chemical composition compared to low PNC. PM1 were more carbonaceous during
the periods with high PNC, especially more constituted by Black Carbon attributed to
road traffic. As the toxicity of the particles is dependent on the chemical composition,
these results indicate the importance of following the PNC as a metric.
Study of pollution episodes, based on PM10 mass concentrations following the current
regulation strategy, showed that particle number concentrations, and PUF smaller than
50 nm specifically, were more dependent on emissions than on meteorological conditions.
Therefore, seasonal variations should probably be related to the influence of meteorological
conditions on emissions. The different variations between PM10 mass concentrations
and PNC indicated that monitoring of PM10 is not enough to monitor PNC and UFP
variations. The measurement of PM10 mass concentration is clearly not representative
of the number concentration nor UFP concentrations. This is confirmed by the study of
the difference between high PNC and high PM10 mass concentrations indicating different
sources depending on the size.
The present study did not consider the finer particles in the particle size contribution (below 20 nm) nor the chemical composition of the coarse particles (above 1 µm).
The widening of the investigated size range will be of great interest, especially considering
that the smallest particles are extremely numerous. For the monitoring of particle number
size distribution, this can be done using more sophisticated MPSS systems than the UFP
3031. Considering the aerosol composition, such online measurements are still extremely
complicated as mass spectrometry techniques do not currently allow for scrutinizing the
chemical composition of ultrafine particles, possibly also resulting from nucleation processes. Nevertheless, as Black Carbon is now considered as a good indicator for potential
PM adverse health effects [4], additional studies combining size and chemical composition
must be conducted to better understand the associated risks of the particles. As population
exposure is represented by background sites, the studies may favor this typology, given
the influence of traffic, which can also be measured on these sites.
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Appendix A
Figure
Figure
11 A1 shows the correlation between CPC and UFP 3031 at roadside site over the
campaign.

Figure A1. Correlation between condensation particle counter (CPC) and UFP-3031 monitor at
roadside site over the campaign.

Appendix B

A1
Table A1. Descriptive statistics ofFigure
ultrafine
particle number concentrations (particle/cm3 ) over the measurement period on background
site (Strasbourg-Danube).
Size Range

Mean

Median

Hourly
Minimum

Hourly
Maximum

Daily
Minimum

Daily
Maximum

N (20–30)
N (30–50)
N (50–70)
N (70–100)
N (100–200)
N (200–800)
PNC

1845
1700
967
866
1165
302
6844

1553
1449
812
692
850
210
5857

113
89
24
24
10
4
390

9529
8309
7725
15,834
40,930
17,905
87,094

465
404
167
148
178
32
1598

3359
3368
2024
2696
5582
1847
16,233

6
Table A2. Descriptive statistics of ultrafine particle number concentrations (particle/cm3 ) over the measurement period on roadside
site (Strasbourg-Clemenceau).
Size Range

Mean

Median

Hourly
Minimum

Hourly
Maximum

Daily
Minimum

Daily
Maximum

N (20–30)
N (30–50)
N (50–70)
N (70–100)
N (100–200)
N (200–800)
PNC

2503
2263
1217
1006
1189
265
8444

2038
1837
991
800
877
197
7062

79
74
29
28
18
5
326

15,009
16,391
9677
8229
16,440
8622
59,342

702
614
281
224
217
34
2173

5377
5130
3190
3026
4141
1294
21,417
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Appendix D
This appendix presents the average daily profiles of fossil-fuel combustion contribution to black carbon (BCff) for background site (Figure A3a) and for roadside site (Figure
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Figure A5. Particle size contribution (a) and chemical composition (b) for low PNC and
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Appendix F
This appendix presents the average particle number daily profiles of each size range
for background site (Figure A6a,c) and for roadside site (Figure A6b,d).
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Figure A6. Average daily profiles of each size range (a,c) for background site and (b,d) for the
roadside site over the measurement period.
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